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Update on Product Availability 3-1-2021 

Since the certification by ETL of both the product and the factory in Japan ECO2 Systems have been 

working every day with the factory for expedited production schedules  

ECO2 is in the fortunate position of having a significant backlog of orders to fulfill as demand for the GS4 

product has remained and continues to be exceptionally strong despite the slow certification of the 

product and the delayed launch cycle 

Initial shipments of Heat Pumps are being made using the unprecedented step of air freighting over 2 

tons of Heat Pumps to the US 

Even coordinating this has been challenging as we are not the only company trying to use air freight 

from Japan to expedite product shipments 

The Factory is working hard to produce our products along with the continuing high demand for units in 

the Japanese Domestic market and the other export markets around the world 

One final hurdle, even when product has been manufactured is to find containers for shipping to the US.  

All of the Japanese manufacturers have been competing for container space  

https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/backstories/1501/ 

We are committed to fulfilling all the orders on our books as expeditiously as possible and are sorry that 

we cannot ship orders from inventory as has been our practice previously  

At this moment with the continuing high demand for units we are quoting a 12 week lead time for 

orders taken today however we hope that we can reduce this lead time through our continuing efforts 

Please keep that in mind for your customers and plan ahead if possible 

We will continue to provide updates as production and container availability changes, if you have any 

questions please do not hesitate to contact us 
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